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To drive sensible choices across medical applications
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Who We Are

Team of technology specialists with over 15 years of experience in innovating immersive, 

interactive and intelligent extended reality (XR) solutions for Healthcare and Education 

markets. i3 Simulations is a dedicated healthcare focused entity committed to learn and 

meet the training needs of medical professionals. 



ResusVR is aimed at the healthcare market to

improve staff training when involving high-stress, 

critical care environments. It is aimed to train junior 

doctors and other medical staff in CCU’s across 

hospitals. Sponsored by Facebook/Meta, this 

emergency and trauma application was first deployed 

in at Children’s Hospital Los Angeles and its success 

results got published in medical journals. This led, 80+ 

Global institutes to adapt this pilot programme. 

Flagship product: Resus VR



Engaged with 80+ global hospitals and healthcare partners



Continue to expand our Healthcare Modules



Technology Landscape



Human computation evolved from 

mainframe computing to virtual & 

mixed reality wearables.

We’ve moved from punch cards to 

touch interface & now to voice 

recognition & eye tracking to 

deepen our immersion with natural 

ways of engagement.
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Optimised for Computers
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Technology Today



✓ Humans engage better through 

3D and natural intuitive ways

✓ Artificial Intelligence and data 

are now driving unimaginable 

transformations

✓ With 5G, XR and AI we are at 

the dawn of a new age of 

computing and 

communications. 

Technology 
Landscape

Top consumer facing brands 
have invested in AR/VR

1 in 3
consumers in UK 
prefer shopping 
with Augmented

Reality



All this took place in just about 5 decades. 

But are healthcare organisations catching up 
with this fast moving evolution?  

Learning Evolution



360 Video, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality

360 Camera

Captures 360-degree panoramic 
footage of the real-world 

environment in a single shot

Virtual Reality

Immerses users in a fully artificial 
digital environment.

Augmented Reality

Overlays virtual objects on the real-
world environment

Mixed Reality 

Not just overlays but anchors virtual 
objects but anchors virtual objects 

to the real world

Do we understand Extended Reality (XR)



360 Camera

Captures 360-degree panoramic 
footage of the real-world 

environment in a single shot

360 Video Content Study Conducted by a device manufacturer in October 2020



Virtual Reality (VR) Content

Linear VR 
Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) 

Virtual Reality

Immerses users in a fully artificial 
digital environment.

Non-Linear VR 
Computer Generated Imagery (CGI) 



Augmented Reality (AR) Content

AR (Smart Devices)
Assisted Surgery, diagnosis & treatment

AR (Smart Devices)
Visualisation 

Augmented Reality

Overlays virtual objects on the real-
world environment



Mixed Reality (AR) Content

Mixed Reality (MR)
Head Mounted Display

Advancements in MR
Meta Quest Pro, Pico Interactive, Apple, 

and others.

Mixed Reality 

Not just overlays but anchors virtual 
objects but anchors virtual objects 

to the real world



XR training provides a new level of experiential learning

Benefits of Extended Training (XR)



Intel® forecasts its XR training courses to generate a 5 year ROI of 300%. Studies confirm learning quality 

to improve by 75%. The global demand for XR will exhibit a CAGR of 45% to reach $346.39 billion in 2026. 

World Economic Forum predicts that 1 billion people will need to be re-skilled by 2030. 

Market Evidence 



What to look out for

when implementing immersive tech



Pre-Production Production Distribution

✓ Is there a storyboarding/ dependency? 

✓ Involves filming/ consent & timeframes?

✓ CGI Assets / dependency & timeframes? 

✓ Uses pre-existing tools /library 

✓ Are they pre-defined interactions?

✓ Custom development /3rd party integration

✓ How is it deployed /distributed

✓ Operational/maintenance support

✓ Is it turn key offer – software/hardware

Portable Kit or Location 

Specific Equipment

Stationed or free roam. 

With or without haptics. 

Specific platform or 

platform agnostic

What to look for
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What to look for



Thank you
Devi kolli, CEO
devikolli@i3simulations.com


